Prioritization of clinical drug interaction studies using in vitro cytochrome P450 data: proposed refinement and expansion of the "rank order" approach.
For any new chemical entity (NCE), in vitro inhibition constants (K(i)) for the different human cytochrome P450 (CYP) forms can be ranked (lowest to highest). The CYP form with the lowest in vitro K(i) is evaluated first clinically, employing a suitable probe drug like midazolam (CYP3A4), theophylline (CYP1A2), (S)-warfarin (CYP2C9) and desipramine (CYP2D6), and the NCE is classified as a "none", "weak", "moderate", or "strong" inhibitor. In turn, the classification governs the next steps. A two stage strategy, in vitro ranking followed by classification, has the potential to enable decision making within an industrial and regulatory setting. With additional refinement and validation, the approach could be applied to mechanism-based inhibitors, inducers and substrates of CYPs also.